Abstract

What are the motivations of writing this article?

State 2 to 3 motivations

What are the goals of doing this?

List and describe briefly one to two goals

What is the idea of this article?

Describe briefly.

List and discuss briefly 2 or 3 major findings OR Major Impacts OR Major Benefits

1. Introduction

List and define key words in the topic of the article

Tie the key words together

State the layout of the article
2. Fight Terrorism Knowledge Map Overview

Describe the Fight Terrorism that will be used in this article.

You may compare briefly between traditional model and Fight Terrorism

What are the Goals or EBTs of the Fight Terrorism knowledge map (KM)?

What are the Properties or BOs of the Fight Terrorism knowledge map (KM)?

Use illustrations if you wish

Use Tables if you wish

3. Fight Terrorism Knowledge Map Goals or EBTs

3.1 Goal or EBT #1 Title

Show a stable pattern – Ask me to supply you the diagram
Describe a short documentation template
Describe it with example or two

3.2 Goal or EBT #2 Title

Show a stable pattern – Ask me to supply you the diagram
Describe a short documentation template
Describe it with example or two

..........

3.n Goal or EBT #n Title

Show a stable pattern – Ask me to supply you the diagram
Describe a short documentation template
Describe it with example or two

4. Fight Terrorism Knowledge Map’ Properties or BOs

4.1 Property or BO #1 Title

Show a stable pattern – Ask me to supply you the diagram
Describe a short documentation template
Describe it with example or two


4.2 Property or BO #2 Title

Show a stable pattern – Ask me to supply you the diagram
Describe a short documentation template
Describe it with example or two

.........

4.n Property #n Title

Show a stable pattern – Ask me to supply you the diagram
Describe a short documentation template
Describe it with example or two

5. Conclusions

Write a summary for this article

6. References

3-6 References -- Make sure they are cited within the text of the article